Polis Analysis is launching its summer Growth and Engagement internship programme over July-August 2021. This is a unique opportunity for your students to work for two weeks with a young, international and dynamic team in a fast-paced start-up environment. They will have the opportunity to gain experience in one of our key teams at Polis, Growth.

What’s in it for your students?

- Exposure to a fast-paced working environment - “the start-up culture”.
- Enhance your writing and communications skills, networking, collaborative mindset.
- Develop a strong commercial awareness and understanding of client needs.
- Develop a personalised sales pitch. Learn how to identify a target audience for products and promote them convincingly, whilst developing your experience in growing a start-up.
- Opportunity to become a member of an international and diverse Polis Analysis team post internship.

The application form and the role description can be found here.
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